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Abstract
Pseudorange bias has become a practical obstacle in the field of high-precision global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
applications, which greatly restricts the further development of high-precision applications. Unfortunately, no studies
have been conducted on the pseudorange biases of the BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS). To mitigate the effects
of pseudorange biases on the BDS performance to the greatest extent possible, the origin of such BDS pseudorange
biases are first thoroughly illustrated, based upon which the dependency of the biases on the receiver configurations are
studied in detail. Owing to the limitations regarding the parameter re-settings for hardware receivers, software receiver
technology was used to achieve the ergodicity of the receiver parameters, such as the correlator spacing and front-end
bandwidth, using high-fidelity signal observations collected by a 40-m-high gain dish antenna at Haoping Observatory. Based on this, the pseudorange biases of the BDS B1I and B3I signals and their dependency on different correlator
spacings and front-end bandwidths were adequately provided. Finally, herein, the suggested settings of the correlator
spacing and front-end bandwidth for BDS receivers are in detail proposed for the first time. As a result, the pseudorange biases of the BDS signals will be less than 20 cm, reaching even under 10 cm, under this condition. This study will
provide special attention to GNSS pseudorange biases, and will significantly promote a clear definition of the appropriate
receiver parameter settings in the interface control documents of BDS and other individual satellite systems.
Keywords: BeiDou navigation satellite system, Pseudorange biases, Mitigation method, Front-end bandwidth,
Correlator spacing

Introduction
A satellite navigation signal is one of the most important factors for a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) because the internal quality of the navigation
signal directly determines the performance of a GNSS
service. With the extension of GNSS applications and
the increasing requirements for a GNSS service refinement, there has been a growing demand for continuous
improvements in the positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) performance of a GNSS [1]. GNSS users must rely
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solely on the broadcast downlink signals to obtain PNT
results with high precision. Unfortunately, unexpected
signal deformations may lead to differential pseudorange
biases for different receivers [2–4]. These biases are crucial for high-precision applications, particularly for the
performance and integrity of augmentation systems. In
addition, pseudorange biases will have a strong impact
on the precise point positioning (PPP) with an ambiguity
resolution (AR) [5]. Consequently, it is quite significant
to conduct studies on the generation mechanism and
characteristics of pseudorange biases in detail.
In fact, pseudorange biases were first reported during the
1990s. In Ref. [6], the authors indicated that satellite signals
are affected by satellite-dependent pseudorange biases when
estimating all electron content from GPS data. Triggered by
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a signal deformation of the GPS space vehicle number (SVN)
19 in 1993, which led to a significant degradation of the PNT
performance when used for a differential resolution, numerous publications have mainly concentrated on the characterization of satellite signal deformations [7–13]. Research
results have shown that receivers with different configurations, such as a different correlator spacing or different frontend bandwidth, exhibit inconsistent pseudorange biases to
individual signal deformations for a GPS satellite [14].
Compared with GPS, there have been fewer studies
conducted on the signal deformations and pseudorange
biases of a BDS system. When monitoring the signal
characteristics of BDS-2 and BDS experimental satellites
in later 2016, it was found that there are even more serious pseudorange biases for China’s BDS system, with the
largest bias being more than 1 m. However, compared
with GPS, the diverse types of satellites and manufacturers, different receiver characteristics, and mismatched
receiver configurations make the manifestation of pseudorange biases of BDS signals much more extreme than
those of GPS or other GNSS signals.
To mitigate the pseudorange biases of GPS, the applicable values of the correlator spacing and front-end
bandwidth are clearly defined in the interface control
documents (ICDs) [15–17]. However, the ICDs for other
GNSSs such as BDS and Galileo do not currently provide
such a definition [18–23].
We mainly studied the origin and characteristics of the
pseudorange biases of the BDS B1I and B3I civil signals,
and above all, on an effective method for mitigating them.
Thus, the origin of BDS pseudorange biases is analyzed in
the first section. Then, based on this analysis, two affecting factors of signal deformation and receiver configuration on pseudorange biases are studied in detail. Next,
based on high-fidelity signal observations collected by
high-gain dish antenna and software receiver technologies, the pseudorange biases of BDS B1I and B3I signals
and their dependency on different correlator spacings and
different front-end bandwidths are provided. Finally, to
mitigate the pseudorange biases of BDS, several effective
and feasible measurements are clearly proposed based on
the collected observations of BDS signals. We hope that
this study will promote a clear definition of the appropriate values of the correlator spacing and bandwidth of BDS
receivers, similar to those of GPS, in BDS ICDs.

introduce how the chip shapes affect the tracking biases. In
addition, in terms of the user aspect, we will deduce from
pseudorange observation equations how receivers respond
differently to individual satellite signal distortions.

Origin of BDS pseudorange biases
Our study demonstrates that a chip shaped distortion is the
root cause of pseudorange biases. However, receivers with
different configurations exhibit different biases to individual signal deformations. Herein, we analyze the origin
of pseudorange biases from two dimensions: the satellite
and user aspects. In terms of the satellite aspect, we will

where τ indicates the receiver correlator spacing, or the
distance between an early correlator and a late correlator,
ε(τ) is the tracking error, E(τ/2) is the value of the early
(E) correlator, L(τ/2) is the value of the late (L) correlator, P is the value of the prompt (P) correlator, fB denotes
the frequency of the BDS PRN code, and c is the speed of
light.

Satellite signal deformation

Taking the BDS-2 satellite signal as an example, the shapes
of the BDS signal code chips are typically rectangular, as
shown in Fig. 1. Satellite-generated signals must travel a
long distance before they are processed at the user’s receiver
for a PNT service. Herein, we combine the entire trip as a
full channel Hi (f ), including the on-board channel, atmospheric channel, and receiver channel. When i = 0, we
assume there are no distortions throughout the entire channel. However, when i = 1, it indicates that the channel is
experiencing distortion to a certain extent. If the bandwidth
B is extremely wide, there will be no deformations in the signals after traveling through H0 (f ). By contrast, a distorted
channel may result in nominal signal deformations, which
will probably lead to ranging errors in a BDS receiver.
The correlation peak curve between a distorted signal
and a locally generated ideal signal is likely deformed to
a certain extent, which may lead to ranging errors and
tracking biases, and will finally influence the positioning
results, as shown in Fig. 2.
To characterize the pseudorange biases from a signal
deformation occurring at a satellite, we use the variation
of the early-minus-late correlator (EML) tracking biases
across a range of correlator spacings to convey how the
users will be affected by the severity of a signal deformation. In this case, tracking biases can be obtained from
the difference between an early correlator and a late correlator. From Fig. 2, we can see that, compared with the
ideal signal, the correlation peak curve of the deformed
signal is distorted and asymmetric, which may lead to
severe tracking biases for different receiver designs.
The tracking biases can be calculated as follows: The
difference in the corresponding points of the early correlator and late correlator outputs is first calculated, and
then scaled by a factor of A:

ε(τ ) = [E(τ/2) − L(τ/2)] · A
A=

1 1
· ·c
2P fB

(1)
(2)
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Ideal signal S(t)

Ideal channel H0(f)

Evil channel H1(f)

S(t) through H0(f)
S(t) through H1(f)
Fig. 1 Schematic of signal deformation

Fig. 2 Correlation peak curves and points on the curve for different
early and late correlators

Figure 3 shows the tracking biases obtained from the
correlation peak curve of the ideal signal and an erroneous signal, which are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear how the
signal deformation influences the tracking error.
As with most common BDS user receivers, because
the correlator spacings, filter characteristics, RF bandwidth, and discriminator types are extremely different for different receiver manufactories, different

Fig. 3 Tracking error for ideal and erroneous signals for different user
correlator spacings

receivers may respond differently to an individual signal
deformation. In the next section, we introduce how a
receiver will respond differently based on a theoretical
derivation.
Receiver influence analysis

Our main concern regarding pseudorange biases is
their impact on GNSS users, particularly the potential
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amplification that occurs when dual-frequency pseudoranges are applied to eliminate an ionospheric
influence.
The common pseudorange observation equations can
be expressed as follows [10]:
i
PBi k ,m = ρm
+ cδtm − cδt i + c · IFBm − c · Tgd i − ionoim
i
i
i
i
i
− tropm
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j

j

j

j

j

j

− tropn − reln − αn + εn + MPn + SErron

(6)
where the subscripts i and j represent satellites; Bk represents the BDS-2 frequency, with B1 = 1561.098 MHz,
B2 = 1207.14 MHz, and B3 = 1268.52 MHz; subscripts m
and n represent hardware receivers; PBi k ,m denotes the
i represents the true range; c is the speed
pseudorange; ρm
of light; δtm represents the receiver clock bias in seconds;
δt i represents the satellite clock bias in seconds; IFBm is
the inner-frequency biases in the receiver in seconds; Tgd i
is the time group delay for the inner-frequency biases on
the satellite in seconds; ionoim is the ionosphere delay in
i is the tropospheric delay in meters; rel i
meters; tropm
m
i
represents the relativistic effect of the delay in meters; αm
i
represents the receiver channel delay in meters; εm reprei is the multipath error
sents thermal noise in meters; MPm
i
in meters; and SErrom denotes a signal deformation error
in the pseudorange domain in meters.
For a characterization of the pseudorange bias difference between different receiver designs, herein we
assume that the receivers are connected in a zero-baseline configuration to a high-gain dish antenna. Accordingly, there is no residual ground multipath from a large
dish antenna. In this case, the results of O-C double difference processing between two receivers and two satellites can likely eliminate the effects of an ionosphere
delay, a tropospheric delay, a receiver clock bias, a satellite clock bias, inner-frequency biases in the receiver, and
inner-frequency biases on the satellite, among other factors. Thus, the pseudorange bias is obtained.
In Ref. [24], the authors derived in detail the signal
difference and double difference among receivers in
the case of common and different correlator spacings.
Research results have shown that, despite the signal

and double differences, the effects of a signal deformation and multiple paths cannot be eliminated if the
two receiver configurations are different. However, the
effects of the signal deformation and multiple paths can
be eliminated when the two receiver configurations are
the same.
However, if the signal distortions of all satellites are
identical, or if all receiver configurations are the same,
then the response of all receivers will also be identical for all satellites. As a result, there will be one shared
bias for all observations. Even if the biases are different
for different receiver designs, it will not have an impact
on the positioning results because such an impact will be
absorbed in the estimated receiver clock. However, this is
not the case for the actual signals and receivers.

Characteristics of BDS pseudorange bias
In this section, the characteristics of BDS pseudorange
bias and its influence on single- and dual-frequency applications are described in detail based on the high-fidelity
of the observations of the BDS B1I and B3I signals.
BDS time‑varying bias mitigation

To obtain high-precision results of the BDS pseudorange
bias caused by a signal deformation, all types of large
errors that may affect the results should be removed. As a
result, high-fidelity measurements of the broadcast satellite signals are required. However, the measured tracking
biases depend to a certain degree on the analog distortions
resulting from user measurement facilities because the
characteristics of the ground facilities may change over a
relative long time owing to thermal changes or aging.
To analyze and remove these temporal changes, data on
the BDS IGSO-5 signals were collected using a 40 m satellite dish antenna over a 20 h period from 18:00 September 8 to 14:00 September 9, 2018 local time. The dataset
presented here was collected using National Instruments
(NI) data acquisition (DAQ) equipment at hourly intervals. Figure 4 shows the measurement results of the pseudorange bias when varying over time.
We assume that the correlator spacing of the reference
receiver is 1.0 B3-chip, and the correlator spacings of the
user receivers are [0.1 0.6 0.8 0.9] B3-chip. From this figure, we can see that the biases are relatively constant at
between 20:00 and 09:00 local time, particularly when the
difference in correlator spacing between the user receiver
and the reference receiver is narrow. Our study also indicates that the bias is difficult to correlate with the satellite
elevation.
Single‑frequency pseudorange biases

A limited bandwidth and the ability to change the correlator spacing make hardware receivers unsuitable for
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delving deeply into the characteristics of pseudorange
biases. Consequently, we present the detailed analysis
results based on high-fidelity signal observations collected using high-gain dish antenna and software receiver
technology.
Taking IGSO-6 and MEO-4 of the BDS-2 satellites as
an example, Fig. 5 demonstrates the measured pseudorange biases of these two satellites with different correlator spacings and bandwidths. The results show that there
are significant differences between the two satellite signal
deformations, and thus the pseudorange biases of the two
satellites are extremely different. In addition, the pseudorange biases vary with the correlator spacing and RF
bandwidth.
Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the dependency of the estimated pseudorange biases of the B1 and B3 signals,
respectively, on the correlator spacing and bandwidth
for all BDS-2 satellites. It is also crucial to note that the
shared effects do not affect the positioning accuracy, and
thus the common effects are removed. As a result, only
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the satellite-to-satellite differences remain, which we are
more concerned with.
As can be seen from the plot on the left, the curves all
have a similar general shape. The black line is the mean
value of all curves, which will be removed from each of
them. From the plot on the right, we can see that, after
removing the common effects, and when a 0.2 B1-chip is
considered as the reference correlator spacing, the biases
between the correlator spacing range of 0.01 to 0.28 chips
are then less than 10 cm, except for MEO-4, GEO-4, and
GEO-1.
From Fig. 7 we can see that, when the front-end bandwidth of the reference is 20 MHz, the biases between
the bandwidth range of 15–28 MHz are less than 10 cm,
except for IGSO-6 and MEO-4.
Assuming that the reference receiver operates at
40 MHz with 1.0 B3-chip spacing for Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively, we can obtain from the results in Fig. 8 that
the biases between the correlator spacing between the
0.01 to 1.0 chips is less than 10 cm, except for IGSO5, IGSO-1,GEO-3, GEO-1, and MEO-4. In addition,
if the bandwidth of the user receiver ranges from 20 to
50 MHz, then the biases are less than 10 cm, except for
those of IGSO-5, IGSO-1, GEO-3, and MEO-4, as shown
in Fig. 9.
Dual‑frequency pseudorange biases

Here, we assume that receivers m and n can observe and
receive dual-frequency signals of B1 and B3 from satellites
i and j . Then, the pseudorange observation equations of
the dual-frequency combination commonly used in dualfrequency positioning can be expressed as follows [2]:
ij

PB1B3 mn =
Fig. 4 Variation in pseudorange biases with temperature over a 20-h
period for different correlator spacings for BDS IGSO-5 B3 signals

2
2
fB3
fB1
ij
ij
P
−
P
mn
2 − f 2 B1
2 − f 2 B3 mn
fB1
f
B3
B1
B3
ij

ij

= 2.9437 · PB1 mn − 1.9437 · PB3 mn

(7)

Fig. 5 Contour plots of BDS pseudorange biases for live IGSO-6 B1I signal (left plot) and MEO-4 B1I signal (right plot) for EML receivers with different
correlator spacings and bandwidths. The reference receiver operated at 20 MHz with 0.2 B1-chip spacing
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Fig. 6 Pseudorange biases for all live BDS-2 B1I signals with common effects (left plot) and after removing the common effects (right plot) for
20 MHz user receivers. The reference receiver operated at 20 MHz with 0.2 B1-chip spacing

Fig. 7 Pseudorange biases for all live BDS-2 B1I signals with common effects (left plot) and after removing the common effects (right plot) for 0.2
chips in user receivers. The reference receiver was operated at 20 MHz with 0.2 B1-chip spacing

Fig. 8 Pseudorange biases for all live BDS-2 B3I signals with common effects (left plot) and after removing such effects (right plot) for 40 MHz user
receivers. The reference receiver was operated at 40 MHz with 1.0 B3-chip spacing

It is clear that, for the B1 and B3 dual-frequency applications, the pseudorange biases of the B1 frequency are
amplified by 2.94-times, and by 1.94-times for the B3
frequency. For convenience, the linear combination of

the B1 and B3 pseudoranges has the effect of amplifying
the errors by a root-sum-square factor of approximately
3.5. It is obvious that, for double-frequency users,
the amplification factor within the ionospheric-free
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Fig. 9 Pseudorange biases for all live BDS-2 B3I signals with common effects (left plot) and after removing such effects (right plot) for 1.0 chips used
in the user receivers. The reference receiver was operated at 40 MHz with 1.0 B3-chip spacing

pseudorange biases will be the worst when the biases of
the two frequencies are negatively correlated.
Table 1 shows the calculated dual-frequency combinations of pseudorange biases from the B1 and B3 frequencies for different correlator spacings.
Here, the factor K1 in equation (7) is 2.9437, and K3
is 1.9437.
We do not provide the results of dual-frequency combinations for different RF bandwidths herein for the sake of
brevity. Therefore, we simply show the following results
obtained from our study:
1. Among the 14 BDS-2 satellites, PRN 14 appears to
exhibit the worst dual-frequency biases for different
user correlation spacings, as shown in Table 1.

2. Among the 14 BDS-2 satellites, PRN 3 appears to
exhibit the worst dual-frequency biases for different
user front-end bandwidths according to our research
results.
3. It is clear that, for double-frequency users, the amplification factor in the ionospheric-free pseudorange
biases will be the worst when the biases of the two
frequencies are negatively correlated.

Proposed mitigation methods for BDS
pseudorange biases
From the above analysis, we can see that the pseudorange bias is actually a relative value, and is the difference between the pseudorange measurements of the user

Table 1 Dual-frequency combination of unmitigated pseudorange biases with different user correlation spacings
BDS PRN

B1-frequency
Ref. (B1-chip)

B3-frequency
User (B1-chip)

Bias (m)

Ref. (B3-chip)

User (B3-chip)

Bias (m)

B1/B3 dual-frequency bias
(m): K1··Bias_B1- K3··Bias_
B3

− 0.4001

1.0

0.6

0.0424

1.0

0.6

− 0.0290

− 1.1214

− 0.3277

1.0

0.6

− 0.1207

1.0

0.6

− 0.0843

− 0.8008

0.2964

1.0

0.6

0.0489

0.7775

1 (GEO-1)

0.2

0.5

2 (GEO-6)

0.2

0.5

3 (GEO-3)

0.2

0.5

4 (GEO-4)

0.2

0.5

5 (GEO-5)

0.2

0.5

6 (IGSO-1)

0.2

0.5

0.1012

1.0

0.6

0.0231

0.2530

7 (IGSO-2)

0.2

0.5

1.0

0.6

0.0094

8 (IGSO-3)

0.2

0.5

− 0.2489
0.0840

1.0

0.6

0.0190

− 0.7510

9 (IGSO-4)

0.2

0.5

− 0.0157

1.0

0.6

− 0.2597

1.0

0.6

− 0.1156

0.3746

1.0

0.6

0.1167

0.0085

10 (IGSO-5)

0.2

0.5

11 (MEO-3)

0.2

0.5

12 (MEO-4)

0.2

0.5

0.0014

1.0

0.6

13 (IGSO-6)

0.2

0.5

0.0412

1.0

0.6

0.0051

14 (MEO-4)

0.2

0.5

0.4316

1.0

0.6

− 0.1400

− 0.1020
− 0.3718

0.2103

0.1785

− 0.0342

− 0.6980

0.1412

− 0.2703

0.0313

1.0419

0.1114

1.5426
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receiver and the reference receiver. The worst pseudorange biases occur when the reference and user receivers
are mismatched.
As shown in Fig. 10, when the correlator spacing of the
reference receiver is 0.5 B1-chip, and the correlator spacings of the user receivers are [0.1 0.4 0.6 1.0] B1-chip for
the BDS-2 B1I signal, it is clear that reducing the differences in the correlator spacings between the user and reference receivers can significantly reduce the magnitude
of the pseudorange bias.
Consequently, to mitigate the pseudorange biases, an
effective and practical way is to narrow the allowed range
of user receiver configurations, such as the correlator
spacing and bandwidth, more closely to the configurations of the reference receiver. Another practical way is
to make sure that the configurations of all user receivers
are close to each other, which does not require a match
between the user receiver and the reference receiver

Fig. 10 Comparison of B1 pseudorange biases with different
correlator spacings for all BDS-2 satellites
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because errors such as a signal deformation error or a
multipath error can be removed through the single or
double difference. In addition, a third method exists for
mitigating pseudorange biases, which requires the onboard satellite signals to be constrained and modified. It
is necessary that the satellite system be able to measure
and modify the signal deformation with high precision.
However, this method requires high-precision technology and is relatively difficult to implement. Because the
first two methods are basically the same, herein we introduce in detail only the first mitigation method.
Assume that the configurations of the reference
receiver for the B1 and B3 frequencies are as follows: a
0.5 B1-chip spacing and 20 MHz bandwidth for the B1
frequency, and a 1.0 B3-chip spacing and 50 MHz bandwidth for the B3 frequency. The color-filled contour plots
and the proposed user/receiver correlator spacings and
bandwidths for the BDS B1I and B3I signals are as shown
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
The proposed allowed settings of the correlator spacing
and front-end bandwidth for BDS user receivers are highlighted within the red rectangular regions in each figure.
Note that the largest pseudorange bias for B1I is approximately 1.54 m, and for B3I is approximately 1.88 m. However, the pseudorange biases can probably be reduced to
less than 20 cm within the regions highlighted, which are
the areas closest to the reference receiver configuration.
The results obtained from this study can be attributed
to the requisite theory for a clear definition of the appropriate values of the user receiver configuration, which
will be applied in BDS ICDs in the near future.

Conclusions
Signal deformations and their differences among GNSS
satellites are the essential triggers for an individual
pseudorange bias. However, receivers with different

Fig. 11 Color-filled contour plot (left plot) and the proposed user receiver correlator spacing and bandwidth for BDS B1I signal (right plot) when
the reference receiver is selected with a 0.5 B1-chip correlator spacing and 20 MHz bandwidth
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Fig. 12 Color-filled contour plot (left plot) and the proposed user receiver correlator spacing and bandwidth for BDS B3I signal (right plot) when
the reference receiver is selected with a 1.0 B3-chip correlator spacing and 50 MHz bandwidth

configurations exhibit different biases to individual signal deformations. Consequently, pseudorange biases
occur.
This study considered comprehensively the essential
reasons and characteristics of all civil signals of BDS-2
satellites. Most importantly, we proposed for the first
time several practical and effective ways to mitigate the
influence of BDS pseudorange biases. The appropriate
settings for a BDS receiver configuration, such as the correlator spacing and RF bandwidth, were clearly suggested.
The results show that, when the configuration of the
user receiver is extremely close to that of the reference
receiver, the largest pseudorange bias can be reduced to
less than 20 cm, or even less than 10 cm. As a result, it
is suggested that all other GNSSs providers should pay
more attention to their pseudorange biases, allowing us
to work together to guarantee a safer and more reliable
GNSS application.
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